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We had been warned in April that
Carpetright was going to see a huge drop in
profits (see page 6), but sometimes it has to
be expressed in a different way to see a more
interesting view. In order to make £1 of
underlying UK profit, it has to sell £136.28 of
product. And that’s a heck of a lot of carpet
to sell.

As the group pointed out, it is still making
a profit and generating strong cashflows.
Interestingly, it’s been able to cut its debt
from £65.7m to £19.1m, when in April the
advice was it would only be under £45m.
Might rumours of a bid emerge again if the
debt is eliminated?

More worrying is the situation at United
Carpets, where a large number of its
franchisees are getting into trouble. Some

have had their agreements terminated –
leaving United with the problem of turning
around the store, something it says is
increasingly difficult – while others are
struggling to pay their bills. United is
reviewing the viability of branches and has
made the franchise criteria tougher, so we
can probably expect quite a few to close.

On the furniture side of things, the
situation seems a little better although, as
ever, it depends on who you talk to and
when you do it. Shoppers seem more
interested in eating out and making sure
they have enough money for their summer
holiday, at least in my neighbourhood, rather
than replacing their furnishings.

While much has been reported about RBS’s
pledge to compensate individuals affected
by its software problems, little mention has
been made of its business customers who
may have been unable to pay staff and
suppliers or receive payments. Your next
conversation with your bank manager could
be interesting if you’re a RBS customer.

Many thanks to all of you who cast your
votes in the Interiors Monthly 2012 Awards.
Your choices have been counted and the
winners will be revealed in the August issue.

The latest results from 
the two largest flooring
retailers – Carpetright and
United Carpets – are not
pretty reading.
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Taking the floor: In what Westco describes
as a ‘a real coup’ it has become the UK
distributor of Laura Ashley Flooring. It will
stock the 16 laminate designs.

Topps Tiles has a new store format that
provides improved customer information
and consultations.

At the centre of the new format is the
Inspiration Centre, an area where
shoppers can sit down and discuss tile
and flooring options.

Information points will offer advice on
topics such as underfloor heating, while

the store layout has been improved to
make it easier to navigate the store.

‘The Milton Keynes store is a showcase
of bedazzling mosaics, choice of wood
and laminate flooring, high gloss and
anti-slip porcelain and the new Boutique
collection of inspiring and beautifully
crafted tiles from around the world,’ says
the chain.

Delivery deal
Silentnight Group has agreed a five year
delivery deal with Ceva Logistics.

Under the deal, Ceva expects to make
more than 70,000 two-man deliveries a
year of Silentnight Beds, Rest Assured
and Sealy beds and mattresses sold
through multiple retailers. The group
previously used three home delivery
companies.

As well as delivery to the room of
choice, Ceva will remove old mattresses
and divans.

Carpetright profits tumble
as franchise woes hit United 
The country’s two largest flooring retailers have shown the
extent of their suffering in the continuing recession.

Carpetright’s underlying UK profits plunged from £17.8m
to £2.8m with sales falling 3.8% to £381.6m in the year to 28
April. Some 49 stores were closed in the period reducing the
chain to 490. Group debt was cut by £46.6m to £19.1m –
almost £30m better than it had forecast in April.

‘Notwithstanding the ongoing challenges of the difficult
consumer environment, I have been encouraged by what I
have seen so far in the six weeks since becoming chief
executive,’ says Carpetright’s Darren Shapland.

At United Carpets a ‘significant proportion’ of its franchise

stores – which make up more than three-quarters of the
chain – are ‘finding it increasingly difficult to operate
satisfactorily,’ particularly paying their bills, says the
company.

As a result some franchise agreements have been
terminated and ‘it is proving increasingly challenging in the
current environment to turn around failing stores’.

United is reviewing the viability of a number of stores and
says they will have to meet ‘more stringent criteria which it
is felt are required to trade successfully in these difficult
times.’ The results of the review will be announced at the
end of August. 

The Inspiration Centre is at the heart of the new store design

Store makeover for Topps Tiles
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Croydon furniture retailer House of Reeves will not rebuild
on the derelict site of the store that was burned down in last
August’s riots.

The Reeves family had planned to redevelop the land but
Maurice Reeves, House of Reeves chairman, says they were
‘not able to build anything viable on our portion of the site,’
which is jointly owned by the family and the Whitgift
Foundation.

‘The site that was destroyed in the fire on 8 August 2011
was an amalgamation of two sets of buildings evolved over
many years into one. The fire ended that historical
association,’ he says.

‘Following a review of our position we are unable to
commit to reoccupy the Whitgift Foundation part of the
island site. 

‘We are of the opinion that while we will not be building
on our land, that land should be available for us to assist in
development, with the Whitgift Foundation or any other
party, within the Old Town Master Plan to make an iconic
gateway into Reeves Corner and Old Town that Croydon and
the community can be proud of.’

However, Reeves insisted the company had a future
operating from its smaller store nearby the destroyed
branch. 

‘We are happy to say that the hard work, investment 
and especially the support from the community for our
remaining store at Reeves Corner has meant we now have 
a viable business and we will continue to serve Croydon 
for many years, as we have done for the last 145 years,’ 
he adds.

Reeves will not rebuild

Upmarket upholstery manufacturer
Brunstad is to pull out of the UK by the
end of the year after warning it sees no
improvement in the market by 2015.

Egil Ulvestad, Brunstad marketing
director, says the financial crisis
contributed to the difficulties in
establishing the company to the extent
it hoped for when it entered the UK
market. 

‘The general development in the

market so far gives us no optimism
even if we look one to three years
ahead. After four years of efforts
without any earnings we have finally
had to make this hard decision,’ he says.

‘We will, therefore, not take on any
new retailers with immediate effect,
and we request all our current stockists
phase out our products by December
2012; after which we will no longer
have stock of the fire retardant foam.’

Sofa King
owner vows to
keep its slogan 
Mark Kypta, owner of Northampton
upholstery retailer Sofa King, says he will
keep the company’s decade old ‘Where
the prices are Sofa King low’ slogan
despite losing an Advertising Standards
Authority appeal.

In August 2011, three people
complained about a newspaper
advertisement containing the slogan.
Five months later the ASA ruled that the
slogan ‘was likely to cause serious or
widespread offence’. 

Kypta appealed but the ASA has
upheld its original decision, although it
did change its ruling to say the slogan
was ‘likely to be offensive when spoken
or heard’.

‘I don’t agree with the ASA’s decision.
But I haven’t got the time or the money
to fight a bunch of bureaucrats and
launch a second appeal via a judicial
review. I want to put my energy into
building a business by providing people
all over the country with killer deals on
sofas and other furniture,’ says Kypta.

‘I will abide by the ASA ruling and I
won’t rerun the advert. But I will never
drop the slogan. It is a part of the
business’s DNA and people love it. I have
been overwhelmed by the support and
good wishes I have received,’ he says.

Brunstad is not taking on any more UK retailers

Brunstad to exit UK market
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More than 90% of The Flooring Show is booked, according to
the organiser, and could be heading for a sell-out.

‘We’re absolutely delighted that our core group of
exhibitors has remained steadfastly loyal to the show and
more than 90% of the available space is now firmly
contracted. We’re also seeing a healthy level of new enquiries
from first-time exhibitors to the show, which is very
encouraging,’ says Wendy Adams, The Flooring Show director.

However, Associated Weavers will not be taking part. 
‘During the past 18 months we have increased our sales

force by over 50% and are now offering a much improved

service to our existing customers giving us more time to
develop their business with Associated Weavers,’ says Steve
Elliott, Associated Weavers UK md. 

‘We therefore do not need a trade show to increase our
account numbers or to introduce our existing customers to
new ranges. We have not made this decision easily as we have
a loyalty to the UK carpet retailers and will continue to
support any initiatives to further develop our industry. 

‘We will also continue to support the continuation of
Harrogate as the industry trade fair and would never rule out
the possibility of being involved again in the future,’ he adds.

Harrogate show heads towards sell-out

Employees who fall ill while taking annual
holiday leave can take the days off at a
later date, the European Court of Justice
has ruled.

‘The right to paid annual leave cannot
be interpreted restrictively,’ the court says.
The EU Working Time Directive grants
workers a right to at least four weeks of
paid annual leave ‘even where such leave

coincides with periods of sick leave.
Consequently, a worker is entitled to take
paid annual leave, which coincides with a
period of sick leave, at a later point in
time, irrespective of the point at which
the incapacity for work arose.’ 

Retailers must follow the ruling as the
UK’s opt-out from the directive only
applies to a limit on the working week.©
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Oka brand set
to go global
Furniture and homewares retailer Oka is
to become a global brand after agreeing
a licensing deal with Hong Kong based 
Li & Fung Group. 

‘We are delighted to be taking the Oka
brand out to an international audience.
When we set up the company in 1999 we
never imagined that the mail order
catalogue we created would grow into a
global brand,’ says Annabel Astor, Oka
chief executive and co-founder.

Li & Fung, which has annual sales of
almost £13bn, will introduce the Annabel
Astor brand where it cannot use Oka,
while the 11 store chain will launch the
Astor for Oka brand in the UK.

Park Furnishers
loses its founder
Len Coller, the founder of Park
Furnishers, one of the South West of
England’s best known furniture and
flooring retailers, died on 29 May. He
was 95.

Coller served as a tank commander
in the 7th Armoured Division, better
known as the Desert Rats, during the
Second World War. 

For eight years after the war he was
NHS chief administrator and later ran
a mobile greengrocers in Bristol.

When Coller was on holiday in
Portugal he bought a dining set. Back
home he received many compliments
about the dining set from friends and
neighbours and some even joked that
if he ever went back to the shop, he
could bring one back for them. The
following year the family returned to
Portugal, but this time with a lorry.

Sales of furniture soon overtook

those of fruit and vegetables and
Sandy Park Road Furnishers, as it was
then known, came into existence in
1967. He handed the grocery round to
his uncle Fred, while Coller sold the
furniture during the day and made
deliveries in the evening.

During the 1970s, with the help of
his son Deryn, the business expanded
across the city before moving to
Bedminster in 1977, where it remains
today. 

In 1979 the success of the company
attracted the attention of Combined
English Stores which bought Park
Furnishers. Just two years later with
the company on the point of folding,
it was sold back to the family for £1.

In 1994, Coller fully retired from the
business, handing it over to Deryn.
Coller’s grandchildren, Tim and James,
now run the firm.

Staff can reclaim holiday sick days

The Oka brand was established 13 years ago
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Now that rent day has come round again, I suppose it means
we’ll be here for at least another three months. 

With the cost of the rent and business rates, and consumers
not exactly rushing to spend, I had considered packing it in and
handing the store back to the landlord. After all, some days we
might as well not be here as the only person who comes
through the door is the postman.

But then I wondered what I’d do instead: selling furniture for
more than 30 years doesn’t train you to be a plumber or a
doctor and it would have been unfair on the staff. Even though
business is quiet, we’re still making enough to pay two
members of staff and keep a roof over our heads, so the rent
was duly paid.

But there are days, like today, that I do have my doubts and
wonder if the only person benefiting from our efforts is the
landlord. 

But to give him his due, he’s not some faceless pension fund

and he takes an interest in how his tenants are getting on. Last
year he even agreed to reduce the rent, only a little, as business
was so poor. A bit less is better than none at all was his view.

Like him we’ve now accepted that things aren’t going to go
back to how they were for a long time, if ever, and we have to
make the most of what we are faced with.

A couple of nearby retailers haven’t been so lucky and closed
last year so while there are fewer customers coming through
the door there is less local competition. 

Most of those shoppers who do come in are serious buyers
who have done their research and know what they want. They
don’t want something they’ll have to replace in a few years and
are prepared to pay a bit more for better quality. 

But that doesn’t mean they don’t know what the going rate is
for something. The Internet means most customers know what
other stores are charging and if you’re too far away from that,
they’ll go somewhere else. 

Of course, the same thing applies to everyone, so I suppose
we are all in this together, as someone once said.

Even though business is
quiet, we’re still making
enough to pay two
members of staff and keep 
a roof over our heads

The author is an independent
furniture retailer

The best solution is to
keep paying the rent
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1 The first retailers are now displaying the

new POS materials from Crown Floors,

showcasing the seven new and exclusive

collections. With large eye-catching

photographs to show the carpets, the display

features generous sample sizes and clear

product signage to allow consumers easy

access to the carpets. 

Tel: 0800 077 3301

2 The Mayfair Velvet collection from Lano

Carpets has been updated and is now

available in two qualities, both offering

supreme underfoot comfort in a stylish 

array of colours. Ideal for retailers and

specifiers who want to offer heavy-duty

carpets that combine luxury with resilience. 

Tel: 00 800 5266 5266

3 Offering an incredibly natural feel

combined with beautiful aesthetics, the

Stonemark collection from Leoline features a

variety of elegant stone-inspired designs that

provide an up-to-the-minute look. Offering

R10 slip resistance and with Superguard

protection to help keep dirt, stains and scuff

marks at bay, it is suitable for heavy domestic

use. 

Tel: 0800 032 3970

4 The Flow carpet in the relaunched

Fascination collection by Vorwerk, is a funky

design with a retro feel. For retailers who

want to offer something different, Flow is

sure to be a hit with style-conscious

consumers.

Tel: 020 7096 5090

5 ‘The Buying Groups National Flooring Show

was a great success this year,’ says Howard

Lindsay, Mohawk vice president UK, Ireland

and South Africa. ‘It was a fantastic chance to

display all of our ranges, including Sheer

Ecstasy (pictured) and we were really able to

spend time with current and potential

retailers to explain the philosophy behind

our different products.’ 

Tel: 01480 479 830 ���
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6 Moduleo is turning the tide in luxury

vinyl flooring, offering the LVT market

an exciting alternative. Moduleo comes

in a traditional LVT construction and a

simple-to-install click system which

holds a strong cross-consumer appeal

that makes it ideal for any modern

home, office, or commercial property. 

Moduleo, tel: 0800 032 3970

7 Carpenter has launched its first

fibre-filled specialist pillow duo and a

mattress enhancer. Featuring a

temperature regulating pillow, a

soothing pillow and memory foam

enhancer, the additions to the Sleep

Better portfolio are high end and

designed to meet the niche needs of

the increasingly savvy shopper. 

Visit: www.carpenterconsumer.co.uk

8 Offering a completely coordinated

look and excellent value, the Max

Reflections range from Floorwise

includes mirror-like Chrome, Brass,

Black Nickel and Brushed Steel Nickel

finishes to match light switches,

electrical sockets, door handles and

light fittings throughout the home. 

Floorwise, tel: 01509 673 974

9 Leolux’s Mundo is now available

with a satin chrome metal finish and

the option of using different fabrics or

leathers on the main body, rear of the

back and rear piping. 

Visit: www.leolux.com

10 Cattelan Italia’s Metropolis

sideboard is available with the frame,

doors and drawers painted in matt

white and the internal profile in matt

graphite, or frame, doors and drawers

in matt graphite with internal profile in

matt white. Steel feet come in painted

matt white, matt graphite or both. 

Cattelan Italia, 

tel: 00 39 04 4531 8711 ���



GREENWOOD RETAIL LTD
Britain’s Leading Experts in Retail Sales Promotion

WHY CHOOSE GREENWOOD? ASK OUR CLIENTS…

We thank our clients for these kind words and the written permission to publish
them. The good people shown below will be happy to verify these claims and tell

you more about the various benefits of choosing Greenwood rather than any
other sales company.

Smith’s of Omagh. 2012
Genuinely the best service from start to finish. And most importantly, the Greenwood sales
results are consistently better. Our last sale achieved 30% of usual annual turnover – even
after holding several of these sales. I have employed other sales firms but would strongly
recommend Greenwood.” Alistair Smith. Director.

Vokins Furniture and Beds in Hove 2012
The first day trebled our best ever day. The first week more than doubled our best ever week.
In 18 days we took 27% of a full year’s turnover. They simply brought an infectious drive to
our business coupled with a real depth of knowledge on how to make a promotion work.
David Vokins, M.D.

Richard Cook Furnishers in Falmouth 2011.
“I am extremely pleased with the overall result. We generated sales in excess of 10 weeks
average trade over three weekends. The advertising, signage, the whole pacing of the event
was excellent, as was the quality of your representative. It was a pleasure to have him working
with us. So my thanks to you for a successful event. Richard Nunn, M.D.

DON’T HIRE A SALES PROMOTION COMPANY
UNTIL YOU’VE SPOKEN TO GREENWOOD…

There’s only one kind of advice worth paying for. So, if you’re going to employ a sales
promotion company – why not choose the best?

Greenwood Retail Ltd plan and organise between 80 and 90 sales events every year for
independent retailers all over the UK and Ireland – not a lot of people realise that this fact,
makes Greenwood easily Britain’s largest and most experienced sales promotion specialist of

it’s kind – quite an achievement since the company’s foundation in 2002.

To find out more call us today on 01625 521010, or visit
us on our stand at the Manchester Show this July.
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11 Sweetpea & Willow’s Savoy armchair has

a solid wood frame with solid oak and brass

castors. A webbed back and seat provide

maximum comfort. 

Sweetpea & Willow, tel: 0845 257 2627

12 Anglepoise’s Giant1227 Chandelier

provides a focal point. The design evolved

from the Giant1227 floor-standing lamp. 

Anglepoise, tel: 02392 224 450 

13 Polyflor’s Polysafe Modena PUR

(polyurethane reinforcement) features a

high-clarity, micro-granite appearance across

14 different shades and is available with the

manufacturer’s Polysafe PUR. It combines all

the qualities of Polysafe with the look of a

smooth, decorative flooring range 

Polyflor, tel: 0161 767 2551

14 Oficina Inglesa’s Blois French-style

sideboard is made in cherry and finished in

antique black with a pale oak top. It boasts

two long doors with shelves and three

central drawers. The sophisticated curved

serpentine design creates a classic

appearance. The Blois sideboard buffet is

available in a range of finishes and woods.

Oficina Inglesa, tel: 020 8883 8876

15 Novostrat is again exhibiting at The

Flooring Show in Harrogate. On display will

be its comprehensive range of underlays for

wood and laminate floors and the popular

Graphite value underlay for carpeted floors,

and it will be promoting its: ‘For every floor

and every budget there is a Novostrat

underlay’ slogan. 

Visit: www.novostrat-insulation.com

11
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Banging the drum for wool
Carpet will play a major role in this year’s Campaign for Wool

Created to reignite the UK’s love affair
with wool, the Campaign for Wool has
become global with 2012 Wool Weeks
planned in the USA, Spain, Australia, New
Zealand, Japan, Korea, China, Germany
and Holland in addition to the UK event
which runs from 15-21 October. 

The brainchild of, and spearheaded by,
Prince Charles, CfW is going from
strength to strength in its third year. 

After criticism from the carpet industry
that it wasn’t sufficiently represented in
last year’s Wool Week and that media
coverage was London-centric, the Carpet
Foundation presented proposals to the
CfW board and has secured funding for
an in-store POS campaign and regional
PR activity.

The POS comprises a free-standing
graphic pod with four interchangeable
text panels, interactive wool boxes
complete with coloured wool, and an A3
poster, all designed to promote 80/20
wool-rich carpet. 

‘All three put a modern twist on the
traditional benefits of wool in a very
striking and eye-catching manner,’ says
Andrew Stanbridge, CF chief executive. 

‘Although subsidised by the CfW,
participating retailers will have to make a
modest contribution. It is intended to
install the materials in as many retailers
as possible and manufacturers’ retail
sales forces will start selling in the
package in the next few weeks,’ he says.

Designed to grab the consumer’s
attention when they are at the point of
purchase while also encouraging retailers
to sell wool and wool-rich carpet, it
marks a first for the carpet industry and
demonstrates CfW’s support for it.

‘We consulted with all sides of the
industry and the end result is very
impressive. Like all the best ideas, it is
simple and the contemporary pod will
really stand out in a retail environment,’
he says. ‘We genuinely want as many
retailers as possible to participate and
bang the drum for wool. It will be the
single biggest ever in-store campaign for
wool-rich carpet.

‘You cannot overestimate the influence
of Prince Charles. He is committed to this

campaign and his influence is far
reaching. At least the carpet industry is
very much in the fold again and can
influence the shape, direction and

activities of the campaign. I would urge
the UK carpet industry to get behind it,’
says Stanbridge.
Visit: www.campaignforwool.org

There are four POS text panels
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A trio of offerings from Balta
Balta continues with its commitment to expand its 2012 offer
with three additions.

‘Casablanca is the perfect all-rounder for retailers wanting to
offer consumers an eye-catching chunky loop carpet with a
wide array of fantastic practical benefits too,’ says Geert Vanden
Bossche, Balta marketing director.

Available in eight colours, including a natural speckled beige,
it stands out with its chunky design. The tufted loop pile design
is made from 100% StainSafe polypropylene, and is available in
4m widths with Ultratex Quick+ felt backing for improved
underfoot comfort.

‘Casablanca is rare in that it offers a beautiful, natural style of
carpet along with the impressive benefits of hardwearing
polypropylene,’ says Vanden Bossche. 

‘The distinctive nature of this design will appeal to customers
who want something a bit different and more exciting than the
smaller loop options out there.’

The heavy domestic and heavy contract rated Lionheart is
available in 10 colours, including a fiery crimson and flecked
gold combination. A tufted cut pile in 100% StainSafe
polypropylene in 4m widths, it is bleach cleanable.  

‘Lionheart offers specifiers and contractors a lively carpet with
a fantastic assortment of efficient benefits that make it ideal for
use in busy commercial spaces, but it also allows retailers to
offer a heavy-duty carpet perfect for intense domestic
environments too,’ says Vanden Bossche. 

It has 10-year StainSafe and seven-year wear guarantees.
The StainSafe Noble Saxony collection has been relaunched

to include four multi-colour stripes that coordinate with the
collection’s 12 plains, which include red, charcoal grey and rich
brown.

Delivering on promises

A highlight of the collection includes sophisticated neutral
beige tones with a coordinating striped palette of earthy hues,
says Vanden Bossche. 

‘The striped and plain carpets add interest and depth to
interior spaces when paired together, providing a modern yet
timeless look. The relaunched collection provides retailers with
an exciting concept that is sure to catch the attention of
consumers,’ he says.
Balta, tel: 00 32 5662 2211

Lionheart

Casablanca StainSafe Noble Saxony



All Ezifloor products are
available in a range of
thicknesses and densities

• light and durable they are a serious
alternative to heavier rubber underlays

• all have excellent thermal properties
• recyled and recyleable
• environmentally friendly
• fitter friendly

available from all major flooring
distributors throughout the UK

direct all enquiries to: info@ezifloor.co.uk

visit our brand new website for more details:
www.ezifloor.co.uk

THE ONLY TRULY INDEPENDENT BRITISH 
PU UNDERLAY MANUFACTURER Copyright 2012 Lynch Brothers Licensing Corporation

Serving the United States, Canada, and the United Kingdom

Contactt Garethh Pricee 
299 Warblingtonn Road,, Emsworth,, Hampshiree PO100 7HEE 

Tel:: +444 (0)) 12433 3783699 •• www.lynchsales.co.uk

®
LYNCH

Saless Company
Establishedd 1914

Let’s make
retailing fun again.
Remember the fun of welcoming 
excited customers to your store and
helping them find just the right styles 
at surprisingly affordable prices? While
times may change, one thing stays the
same: customers love a sale!

After more than 97 years helping
furniture retailers hold high-energy, 
high-impact sales events, no one is 
better qualified to help you usher in 
the good times than the Lynch Sales
Company.

A Lynch Sale can produce from 30 
to 60 percent of your annual sales 
volume, while generating increased
customer traffic that will bring the fun
back into your store.

So let’s get back to the fun and 
excitement of furniture retailing. Call 
or write us for a complete outline of our 
legendary Sale Plans, and our 
no-nonsense, one-page contract.

L
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Capital
ideas
Adam Carpets has
invested in appealing to
female consumers

Adam Carpets has long been known for
its colour, style and innovation and the
company has maintained this approach
in its latest marketing and product
development. 

‘Even during these challenging times
we have not shied away from a
challenge. Our new website has been a
huge project, as we have invested
heavily in high quality imagery,’ says
Eamonn Prescott, Adam Carpets sales
and marketing director. 

‘Our products sell on their colour and
their appearance. To get that across to
the end user, we had to make sure the
imagery was to a very high standard and
the results are stunning.’ 

There are retailer only access areas on
the website including a sample ordering
facility, as well as information for
consumers, such as details of the
manufacturing processes and a stockist
search. 

The launch of the website follows the
revamping of the company’s logo.

‘The sophisticated logo is based
around the female shopper, who as we
know makes the final decision on the
majority of carpet purchases,’ says
Prescott. 

‘When we looked at a lot of women’s
brands, such as cosmetics and fashion,
we found one thread that ran through
them all: capital letters. There was also a
slight design element to it, to reflect the
brand itself. We have followed that
through with the A sweeping into the D.
We have kept all the letters the same
height and the reaction has been
brilliant.’

The latest addition to the Adam
Carpets portfolio is Marquette Plaid. It
was launched in a limited trial, but based

on retailer feedback, the company has
decided on a second wave of sampling.

‘Marquette once again pushes the
boundaries of tufted pattern carpet. This
product is made with the plaid designed
on the diagonal, that is different and it

has the option of a 5m width – and that
is unique. At Adam Carpets, we are
continuing to invest for the long term
and our ethos of colour, quality and
innovation will remain.’
Adam Carpets, tel: 01562 822 247

Left: Marquette Plaid: Adam Carpets has
invested in photography
Below: The new website and revamped logo
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Visit our new website
www.finchys.com
to see our new QuickClick advert

Tel: 08454 70 66 70 Fax: 01942 271271
www.finchys.com Email: info@finchys.com

If you are interested in selling our products, or for other trade enquiries, please contact us

Visit us at the
Manchester

Furniture Show
Stand A2

Visit us at
The Flooring Show

Harrogate
Stand M9

*As seen on TV*
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Importance of
independents
For more than six decades independent retailers
have been at the heart of Silentnight Beds’ plans

‘The strength of the Silentnight heritage
has been built from the continued
support of our independent retailer
partners. It is here the company began
its journey trading through the local
independent bed specialists and this
sector remains as important to us today.
We know that our independent partners
are an integral part of our future
strategy,’ says Steve Freeman, Silentnight
Group md.

Freeman highlights the importance of
the independent sector by the
introduction of the 12 model Classics
collection last autumn. 

‘Classics has been designed exclusively
for independent retailers and sales have
already surpassed our expectations. We
are continually looking at how we can
work in partnership with our
independent retailers to support their
businesses in an ever changing
marketplace,’ he says. 

‘It is important that independent
retailers have a unique offering
particularly in terms of product,
promotion and presentation in-store, to
compete in this ever changing world.
Indeed, we are planning to launch an
exciting new mini collection that will be
exclusively available through the
independents and due to be showcased

The Classics range is for independents
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at The Bed Show in September.’
Freeman says the company has already

seen the success of offering unique
promotions such as the Sleep Guarantee
which ran from April to June and is
planning further promotions for later in
the year. The company has invested in
developing POS packages to help
retailers develop their in-store
environment and further initiatives are
planned.

While Freeman is keen to highlight the
group’s heritage, he is quick to point out
that this does not mean it is not
responding to the here and now and
looking to the future. 

‘With our great heritage, there is a
strong sense of values and integrity but
we are just as passionate about
continuing to be a progressive, forward
thinking company. Recent consumer
studies have shown that Silentnight is
top of mind in unaided recall as a well-
known, trusted and quality assured bed
brand. 

‘Given this strength, it is our job to
work in partnership with the
independent bed specialists to help
direct consumers looking for the
Silentnight brand through the full bed
buying journey,’ Freeman says. 

‘The rise of technology and social
media, for example, has dramatically
increased the relevance of our online
presence and has enabled us to further
support independents in driving footfall
to their stores from the increasing
number of consumer enquiries and
researches via our website.’ 

Word of mouth remains a strong asset
for independent retailers and it is not
uncommon for them to have customers
over a number of generations of one
family as they trust their local store. 

‘We know consumer purchasing
behaviour is changing dramatically
which is fuelling significant change to
the high street and we intend to work
with our independent partners to help
them adapt to this changing world. We
are already in discussions with a number
of our partners developing dedicated
landing pages on our website to drive
further sales and promote their business.
This individual approach to business
development is key as we strive to offer a
best in class service from our dedicated
Silentnight team of area sales managers
and our customer contact centre.’
Silentnight Beds, tel: 01282 813 333

Updated POS is being developed

Silentnight runs independent only promotions

Independent retailers are integral to the company
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Rodolfo Dordoni has taken bedroom coordination as his goal with the
Ermes collection for Flou. 

Dordoni has used a wide edge in Canaletto walnut heartwood,
polished with a traditional or natural finish, to bring out the elegance of
the bed. Walnut surrounds the headboard and the upholstered base
which has removable covers decorated with top-stitching. 

The bed is only available as a double with choice of a tall headboard
the same width as the bed or a lower version that is wider than the bed.

To achieve the coordinated look Dordoni has also used walnut on an
armchair, bedside cabinet, four or five-drawer tallboy, desk, mirror and
small table with a white Carrara marble top with the steel base dipped
in white.
Visit: www.flou.it

Flou’s bold use of walnut has created a matching look

Cracking coordination

Top: There is a choice
of tall or low
headboards 

Inset: The bed has an
upholstered base

Right: Walnut is used
to coordinate the bed
with the furniture
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Icon Designs has scored a hit with
consumers by taking the heat out of
sleeping on memory foam mattresses

Keeping sleepers cool while providing the support of memory
foam has proved a winning combination for Icon Designs since
introducing its CoolBlue mattress.

CoolBlue was developed with Vitafoam to offer a cooler
alternative to standard viscoelastic memory foam. The
advanced PU based memory foam offers the same feel and
pressure relieving properties as the equivalent density
viscoelastic memory foam, but without the associated heat.

Although CoolBlue gives and cradles you in the same way as
regular memory foam, its low, almost-zero, viscoelastic
threshold means the foam doesn’t over-react to bodyheat to
mould around the sleeper – the major contributing factor to the
heat associated with sleeping on memory foam mattresses. 

‘This mattress is further enhanced by its beautiful cover made
from Elas, a luxurious, state-of-the-art fabric from Lava Textiles
of Belgium,’ says Zed Hussain, Icon Designs director.

Cutting-edge knitting technology is used to create the 620g
quilted effect and it also maintains a four-way stretch ability
which complements the adjustments in the CoolBlue memory
foam beneath it.

Hussain says that since its introduction CoolBlue has
constantly been one of its top sellers. ‘It has really clicked with
consumers who want all the advantages of memory foam
without any of the heat issues,’ he says.

There are two models in the CoolBlue range: CoolVisco 20, a
20cm mattress with 7cm of CoolBlue memory foam and 13cm
of Reflex foam, and the CoolVisco 25, a 25cm mattress with 7cm
of CoolBlue memory foam and 18cm of Reflex foam. Next day
delivery and a home delivery service is offered.

Hussain says Icon is also enjoying success with its 
Concept branded memory foam sofabeds and St Ives 

Cool slumber

leather upholstery, both in the retail and contract markets.
‘As well as CoolBlue, both the sofabeds and leather

upholstery have seen significant growth this year, despite the
overall market conditions,’ he adds.
Icon Designs, tel: 01254 662 113
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Top: Consumers want memory
foam advantages but not the heat
Above: Mattresses are available
with next day delivery
Left: Roma sofabed
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Summer
delights
The latest curtain and blind designs
offer a smorgasbord of choice ���

Christian
Fischbacher’s
Midsummer Day, a
cotton-linen blend
with a modern
repeat floral motif, is
a focal point of its
2012 collection. An
inkjet process allows
the fine gradations
in colour that
reproduce the
painterly character
of watercolours, to
which glazing adds
an understated
sheen. Midsummer
Day comes in three
colourways: soft
pastel tones, light
summer hues, and
sunny nuanced
colours. It is also
available as bed
linen.
Christian Fischbacher,
tel: 020 7351 9332

Designed for the bathroom, Sunlover’s Sea View roller blind has a sketched
design which reflects the popularity of nautical themes. Printed on three-
pass thermal fabric for a room darkening effect, it is available in 60cm, 90cm,
120cm, and 180cm widths. All Sunlover blinds include a child safety device.
The company’s latest fabric book will be available from the end of July.
Sunlover, tel: 01543 271 421

Nobilis’ Jardins Suspendus combines floral prints and generous patterns
inspired by the Nobilis archives and Suzanne Fontan’s designs. Four flowers,
accompanied by colourful stripes and plain colours provoke thoughts of
sunny summer days.
Nobilis, tel: 020 8767 0744

Dedar’s Why has a Japanese inspired motif, updated by the
contrast between its satin stitch embroidery and a satin
ground. Soft and full-handed when used for curtains, it can
also be used for upholstery.
Dedar, tel: 020 7351 9939



Concept Memory Sleep
Unit 7-8 St Ives Business Park, St Ives Road,
Blackburn, Lancashire, BB1 2BX
T: +44 (0) 1254 662113
F: +44 (0) 1254 662118
E: info@icondesignsltd.co.uk
W: www.conceptmemory.com

Please contact us on:
Scotland | Bob Dymond | 07831 500658
North West & North Wales | John Edmundson | 07860 242778
North East & Yorkshire | Stuart Campbell | 07545 501076
Midlands | Dave Sedgwick | 07831 566345
South West and South Wales | Karl MacIver | 07854 772026
South East | Neil Facey | 07940 503106
North London & East of England | Colin White | 07733 238345

Made in the
United Kingdom

INTRODUCING...

“The Cooler alternative to standard
visco-elastic memory foam”

HOW DOES IT WORK?
CoolBlue™ ‘gives’ and ‘cradles’ you in the same way as
regular memory foam however it’s very low (almost
zero) visco-elastic threshold prevents it from
completely moulding around the sleeper which is the
major contributing factor to the excessive warmth
associated with sleeping on memory foam mattresses
for some people.

The new CoolFlex™ range of Memory Foam mattresses has been
developed for the ultimate in sleep comfort and support. By
incorporating cutting edge Coolblue™ Memory Foam you can be
assured of all the pressure relieving benefits of Memory Foam
without experiencing any heat discomfort associated with regular
visco elastic memory foam.

This mattress is further enhanced by it’s beautiful cover made
from ‘Elas’, a luxuriously sumptuous, state-of-the-art fabric from
Lava Textiles of Belgium. Patented state-of-the-art knitting
technology is used to create the 600g ‘quilted effect’. Not only
does this add an extra layer of sumptuous luxury but also
maintains a true four-way stretch ability, perfectly complimenting
the adjustments in the CoolBlue™ memory foam beneath it.

MEMORY FOAM MATTRESSESMORYMMMEM ESRES SSSSSFOAM MATTRES SS

TM

20cm (8”  ) depth mattress (7cm CoolBlue™ memory foam + 13cm Reflex)

Super-luxurious Elas ‘Knit-Quilt’ Cover

25cm (10”) depth mattress (7cm CoolBlue™ memory foam + 1 cm Reflex)

Super-luxurious Elas ‘Knit-Quilt’ Cover
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FIRMNESS RATING : MEDIUM FIRM

SOFT FIRM

FIRMNESS RATING : MEDIUM FIRM

SOFT FIRM

8

FOR THE ULTIMATE IN SLEEP COMFORT & SUPPORT
An advanced PU-based memory-foam CoolBlue™ has been
developed and engineered to offer the same ‘feel’ and pressure
relieving properties as the equivalent density (70-75kg/m ) visco-
elastic memory foam but without the associated heat discomfort.
CoolBlue™ also features Ultra-Fresh™ anti-microbial protection for
the ultimate in mattress hygiene.

GREAT DEALS ON
SHOPFLOOR MODELS

❖ Next day delivery
❖ No minimum order quantity

Visit us at

The M
anchester 

Furniture Show 

Stand C48 & C61
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C&C Milano’s
double-faced
jacquard fabrics
Danse and Petite
Danse are a blend
of silk and linen,
available in Pearl,
Truffle, Graphite,
Papyrus, Ocean and
Wild Berries tones.
C&C Milano, 
tel: 020 7751 4554

Inspired by the
imagery and mood of
coastal living, Jim
Thompson’s Fantasy
Island includes Funny
Fish, based on Richard
Smith’s watercolour
painting capturing the
movement and
markings of sealife.
Three colourways on
bleached linen give
distinct moods.
Jim Thompson, 
tel: 020 7368 7700

Romo’s Cirrus
collection of linen
mix sheers gently
diffuses the light
and is available in
26 designs.
Romo, tel: 
01623 750 005

Lighter than silk organza, Zimmer + Rohde’s gossamer-fine Aero is available
in 28 colourways. Thanks to a special dying technique, the colours appear
clear and intense despite the high transparency of the fine gauze, uniting
filigree beauty with functionality.
Zimmer + Rohde, tel: 020 7351 7115
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Design
feast
The latest designs
challenge conventional
thoughts about living
and dining – here is a
selection of the best ���

Studio Eno has
introduced a chrome
and walnut version of
Quake (not pictured) 
Visit: www.
enostudio.net

Rossifaravelli’s YY table divides to become two tables
Visit: www.rossifaravelli.it 

Andrea Borgogni’s
Uaua chair
Visit: www.
andreaborgogni.it

Howe has moved into the residential market, relaunching
the classic 40/4 chair, created by David Rowland in 1964  
Visit: www.howe.com

Smooth Plane’s Cutline 
Visit: www.smoothplane.com
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Carbon fibre is at the heart of
Layup Carbonio’s designs,
including Houdini
Visit: www.layupcarbonio.com

LIVING AND DINING

Ale Jordao has used parts from Volkswagen Beetle’s from Brazilian
garages for Cars Never Die 2012 
Visit: www.alejordao.com

Hiko’s choice of ash gives its chairs a Nordic
style, balanced by Italian rationalist taste 
Visit: www.hiko.it

Alessandro Marelli‘s solid
wood Travi table has just
four screws for easy
assembly
Visit: www.
alessandromarelli.it

Functionals’ Lloyd Pub table 
Visit: www.functionals.eu
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Victoria Luxury Flooring says consumers
are shifting towards light greys, soft
whites, driftwood and rustic effects,
reflecting New England and colonial
interior styles and trends for their
flooring.

Eclectic mixes of contemporary
furnishings against bright and bold paint
and fabrics, paired with weathered,

limed, worn and sun-bleached oak
flooring are also becoming popular.

‘Dramatic yet beautiful, contemporary
yet comforting, these weathered timbers
make stunning style statements and are
simply timeless classics,’ says Rob Byrne,
Victoria Luxury Flooring marketing
manager. 

He says consumers are also opting for

large planks such as VLF’s Signature. 
‘Worn Oak has subtle tones of warm

brown through to rich grey and offers a
stunning variation on this theme. The on
trend traditional rustic look of this
product is enhanced by its large format,
adding a touch of reclaimed elegance to
any interior space,’ he says.
Victoria Luxury Flooring, tel: 01562 749 300

Timeless classics

LVT

Signature Worn Oak

Consumers are opting for more subtle shades
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Take an easier route
Simplicity is the order of the day with Moduleo’s Click

No LVT range, it seems, is complete
without a click system and Moduleo is no
different. Manufactured with patented
push-down technology, Click locks into
place without glues or underlay.

‘We have worked hard to produce an
easy-to-install range of luxury flooring
and are extremely proud to bring this
technology to the UK market,’ says David
Bigland, Moduleo UK and Eire md. 

‘Available in a wide range of styles and
finishes, all of our Click products are
created with our patented Protectionite
PU wear layer; making them the ideal
solution for both home and office use,’ he
explains. 

‘Our multi-layered technology is not
compromised with this new, hard-
working product and the natural look
and feel of the tile is retained. The Click
product range simply makes life easier
for consumers and installers alike.’

The Protectionite PU top layer is
designed to ensure durability with scuff

and stain resistance and protection
against chemicals. A natural satin finish
shows the designs to their full
advantage.

‘Click is scuff-proof, waterproof and
absorbs sound and can even be used in

bathrooms and kitchens,’ Bigland adds. 
Click flooring is available in both the

residential Select and contract Transform
Moduleo product ranges, is wipe-clean
and can be used with underfloor heating.
Moduleo, tel: 0800 032 3970

Classic Oak Montreal Oak

Country Oak



TORINO 4 seater TORINO 2 seater

COMPACT Gateleg COMPACT Breakfast

SOMERSET DEVON

* SHOW SPECIALS *

Visit us at 
The Manchester
Furniture Show 

Stand E61

NEW
PRODUCT
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PRODUCT

NEW
PRODUCT
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Baker Bedford will make its debut at the show, with its full
range of reclaimed bedroom and dining furniture.

Cavendish Upholstery’s models now include bolt-off arms as
standard, enabling ease of delivery to room of choice, plus the
new upgrade Flex Interiors. The full range is available on a white
glove DHD service. Also on show will be its Internet range – its
fastest growing sector – with entry level prices and a large
range designed for ecommerce.

Christie-Tyler is returning to a national exhibition after a
break of several years. Alongside its existing soft cover and
leather upholstery models – developed by former C-T designers
– will be several new designs and its UK-made divan collection.
The company’s fabric upholstery is manufactured in the UK and
it has plans to move leather production from China to the UK.

‘We are expecting many visitors, some following up from our
roadshow events and we will be able to discuss the exclusive
options available through the Pendragon and Cambria brands,’
says Paul Wray, C-T md. ���

More than 120 companies will gather at
Manchester Central for this month’s show

Centre stage

Baker Bedford
will show its full
dining collection

Con-tempo’s Freya Land

New Trend’s Bougainville



Stand  | Main Hall
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The Freya Land children’s bedroom range will take centre
stage on Con-tempo’s stand alongside its living and dining and
bedroom collections. Available in nine colours, it features
oversized knobs and the colours can be mixed and matched.

Createx will show its rug collection, including Patchwork.
From G&P Furniture is a range of compact dining tables while

Hyder Living will launch a collection of UK made beds –

allowing it to respond to the market quickly, reduce lead times
and have greater authority over quality control – alongside its
divan collection.

Lebus – in the Midland Hotel across from Manchester Central
– will show a large selection of new models and updated
classics.

New Trend debuts the Agave and Bougainville 

SHOW GUIDE

Left: Christie-Tyler’s Collos
Below: G&P’s Cheshire 

Left: Origin Red’s Milano
Below: Lebus’ Loft

Left: Cavendish’s Coniston
Below: Createx’s Patchwork
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ENTRANCE
TO

MAIN HALL

CHARTER HALL

Furnico

La-Z-Boy

A5A6A7A8A9A10A11A12A13A14A15A16

A5A6A7A8A9A10A11A12A13A14A15A16

CHARTER HALL

CENTRAL HALL

Charter Suites on First Floor
Catering

Organisers
Office
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4 Square Logistics D25
A & A Chesterfields E70
Artvue C96
Ashley Manor/AMX Design Exchange 11
Astro Imports A90/A92
BakerBedford Cobden Room
Blackwoods A16
Blue Bone Imports D71
BM Furniture C21
Brennan Atkinson J3
Buoyant Upholstery B61/A63
Casa Monis A90/A92
Cavendish Upholstery CH3
Christie-Tyler C55
Cintique A51
Clivedon Furniture C62
Con-Tempo B96

Core Products D63
Corndell Foyer 1
Createx L2
Cribel A61
CWYF International B81
D B Mirrors A1
DDS Furniture CH25
Deluxe Beds A21
Derry's CH17
Direct Wholesale Furniture D13
Divano International B51
E Signs Ireland CH12
Exclusive (UK) A11
Expoforum K2
Febland Group A50
FMD Furniture D23
Furmanac C73
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BakerBedford
Whitemeadow
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A14
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E15 E7
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Furnico Charter 4
Furniture News A32
Fusion Designs UK D69
G & P Furniture E61
G Plan C41
GCL Bedrooms Exchange 10
Gooch Oriental Carpets L5
Gradi A31
Greenwood Retail A14
Harrison Brothers Furniture B11
Heartlands Furniture A65
Homestyle GB E21
Honey B Designs CH12
Hyder Living B43
Icon Designs C61/C48
Imprese Lippolis A61
Indian Furniture Direct M1

Infinite Expo E70
International Furniture UK D67
JR Imports Exchange 8
Keen Classics D3
Kettle Interiors A58
La-Z-Boy Charter 4
Le Divani C75/C95
Lebus Upholstery Midland Hotel
Legend Furniture CH1
Limelight Beds A25
Living World E70
M & H Designs A71
Meble Roberto E69
Mini Divani E15
Mirror Tech D27
MJS Trading A12
Morris Furniture Group C41
New Trend Concepts A53
Nolte Mobel C35
Nuova Esterno Mobili A80
Octagon Furniture E65/E67
One Call Furniture D15
Ora Home C43
Origin Red UK D75
Originals B71
Paulus & Brown B15
Phoenix Products (UK) E62
Premium Wood Industries L1
Pure LatexBliss E85
R McDowell Distribution A34
Rainbow Upholstery B21
Red Rose Upholstery C33
Relaxateeze C41
Roost Furnishings E7
Rosini - Unisofa Collection D62
Rowico UK C31
Scan Thor UK Exchange 9
Scandinavian Pine E21
Seconique C11
Shanker B35
SJS Furniture A41
Smart Trading EU A30
Sofa Source UK B31
Soldiers off the Street CH27
Stroolmount UK A2
Supertrucks C45
Swan Retail D2
SWS Import D21
TCH Furniture Foyer 2
TCS D17
TFW Trading A27
Time Living B98
Totem Furniture B45
Touchretail A60
Trends Interiors CH14
Valdera Export D61
Value Mark Furniture A66
Vogue/Limelight Beds A25
Wade Upholstery Foyer 3
Welcome Furniture D10
Whitemeadow Furniture Cobden Room
Wilde Java D11
Wildwood Trading Co CH11
Willis & Gambier B71
Wimex A10
Woodpecker Furniture CH13
XYZ B15
YP Furniture D77
Zhejiang Lihao Furniture Co C75/C95
Zone C41
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Origin Red is using the show to launch several ranges
including Milano, a contemporary dining range.

Wade Upholstery has four new models and 125 new fabrics
on show.

Whitemeadow will reveal its latest contemporary
upholstery alongside its classic collection.
www.manchesterfurnitureshow.com

Lebus Upholstery
The Art of British Upholstery Design

Tel: 01724 407 751
www.lebusupholstery.co.uk

AWARDS 2011

WINNER

A
W

A
R

D
S

WINNER   2011Pravda
Quality 
British
manufactured
furniture

Visit us at
The Manchester
Furniture Show
Wyvern and Trafford
Suites at the Midland

Crowne Plaza.

Above: Whitemeadow’s Henri
Left: Wade Upholstery’s Floyd
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Going   
This year marks the 50th flooring
exhibition to be held at Harrogate
Its name may have changed over the years, but September’s
The Flooring Show will be the 50th held in Harrogate. As usual
there will be plenty to see at the country’s only dedicated
flooring event.

Cormar Carpets is showcasing its 50% wool loop Living
Naturals, polypropylene Sensation and a yet to be named
range.

‘It’s been a busy start to the year for Crown Floors as we are
rolling out seven new and exclusive ranges to our network of
retailers up and down the country. Keeping our retailers right at
the forefront of fashion thinking in carpet is important to us,
and we’ve also made sure that Crown Floors is also full of
timeless classics,’ says James Caldwell, Crown Floors sales
coordinator. 

‘We want it to be a collection for everyone, no matter of taste
or age,’ he says.

It is bringing these new collections to Harrogate along with
its updated in-store display and visitors will also be able to find
out about the Crown Floors Loyalty Club. 

Solid and engineered wood company Esco makes its UK

Esco uses French oak

Lano’s Oasis

Crown Floors’ San Francisco
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launch at the show. Esco has seven ranges made in the Czech
Republic from French oak available as standard or customised
products. 

It offers six grades of oak in 10 colours and four treatments.
Solid floors are 20mm and 14mm, and the engineered floors are
available in three layers and multi-layer.

Following the launch of its Wolltec ranges at last year’s show,
Georgian Carpets will spotlight its Family Friendly Saxony
ranges.

J2 Flooring will relaunch its LVT collection.
Kingsmead Carpets’ stand is divided into three areas: its new

six-strong Clean Easy collection, Wolltec and the 80/20 offer
including new colours in Artwork stripe.

‘With such an extensive portfolio of carpets, Harrogate is a
great place for us to show retailers that we offer a carpet for
everyone,’ says Birger Karlsson, Lano Carpets UK and Ireland
sales manager. 

‘Whether on the hunt for a great value stain resistant carpet
or the ultimate in wool luxury, retailers can benefit from the
ease and reliability of carpet from one supplier,’ he says.

Manx will highlight its Easy Living collection of four stain
resistant ranges made from two-ply bleach cleanable
polypropylene, suitable for heavy domestic use. All have stain
and wear guarantees of up to 10 years.

Merryfield Engineering is showing its latest carpet cutting
technology.

Howard Lindsay, Mohawk International vice president UK
Ireland and South Africa, says it will continue communicating
the green story behind EverStrand and SmartStrand at this
year’s Harrogate, ‘showing retailers that not only are these
carpets good for the environment, but better for the home too.’  

Also putting in an appearance is the new GO2 carpet tile
collection – a value and performance driven soft contract
option.

For WoolSafe, Harrogate is a great place to touch base with
partners from leading carpet mills, certified operators and
registered inspectors and to bring retailers up to speed on how
WoolSafe can help improve customer service levels.

‘Through schemes such as the certified operators and
registered inspectors network, as well as WoolSafe approved
products, we are ideally placed to advise on all aspects of carpet
care and can find a resolution to the most sticky of performance
or appearance related complaints,’ says Steve Bakker, WoolSafe
marketing manager. 

‘Retailers are also always keen to discover just what’s been
going on and we’re looking forward to showing off our
improved more user-friendly website.’ 
Visit: www.theflooringshow.com

 for gold
Cormar Carpets’ Living Naturals

Mohawk’s EverStrand American Legacy
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Glamour is the way forward for Kährs’
Shine collection with a high gloss,
reflective lacquer sheen. It features
metallic infused wood grain to add
further distinction to the surface, while
colour options span from pearly white to
copper toned black.

Using sustainable European oak, beech
and ash, the eight designs include: 
● Ash Black Silver, with a silver metallic
finish and black stain; 
● Ash Black Copper, with a copper
metallic finish and black stain; 
● Ash Retro, with a rich conker-coloured
finish; 
● Beech Bacarat, with a semi-transparent
black stain; 
● Beech Opaque, with a semi-
transparent white stain; 
● Oak Pearl, with white shimmer; 
● Oak Fumoir, with a distinct grain and
grey/brown finish; 
● and Oak Tabac, with a deep brown
finish.  

The ash and beech floors measure
2,420mm x 187mm x 15mm and oak
designs measure 1,800mm x 130mm x
15mm.

All floors from the collection feature
eco-friendly multi-layered construction.
Based on Kährs’ original design, patented
in 1941, the construction uses hardwood
down to the joint only, with fast-growing
timber below. All designs are offered
with a 30-year guarantee.
Kährs, tel: 023 9245 3045

WOOD AND LAMINATE

Time for glamour
A high gloss sheen and metallic
grain make the collection shine

Oak TabacOak Pearl

Ash Black Copper



Style. Quality. Simplicity.

Balterio’s Tradition Quattro 
laminate fl ooring collection 
has been for years a 
bestseller in the UK.
Although this collection has 
been existing for several 
years now, its designs,  
decors and finishes are still  
actual and authentic. 

Its quality is impeccable:
• A 9 mm thick Super-

HDF core board offers 
dimensional stability and 
reliability for seamless 

installation.

• A high wear resistance 

layer for high domestic 
and light commercial 
applications.

Every wood grain in this 
laminate can be seen and 
touched thanks to the unique 
Balterio True to nature®

touch technology. The 
collection offers you a real 
parquet look with its vivid 
natural patterns in eight 
different color variations and 
its foiled 4-sided V-groove. 

The decors Lounge Oak, 
Cottage Oak, Liberty Oak and 
Legacy Oak offer 4 different 
beige natural oak colours 
that can be combined in 
every interior style and room. 
Tasmanian Oak, Carbon 
Black, Kambala and Select 
Walnut are for those who 
want to add an exotic touch to
their interior. 

The ClickXpress® [CXP] 
installation system on 
Tradition Quattro offers 
easy, fast, sturdy and 

seamless fitting for years 

of carefree enjoyment. 

With Balterio, 
the future is yours!

ClickXpress®

Discover the complete beautiful Balterio laminate fl ooring 
collection at www.balterio.com and be convinced of the 
rich and authentic designs and easy installation systems.  

Scan for more info

Looking for 
a bestseller
in laminate 
��������

BALTERIO - Wakkensteenweg 37B - B-8710 Sint-Baafs-Vijve - T. +32 56 62 80 81 - F. +32 56 62 80 82 - info@balterio.com - www.balterio.com
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Focus on look and feel
Pergo has unveiled a major revamp of its laminate collection

Pergo has revamped its laminate collection with 90 new
products, including five new textures and 43 new designs, as
well as the introduction of NaturalVariation and EndlessPlank. 

NaturalVariation is a technique that gives each plank a
chalked and naturally rustic look so up to 700 pattern variations
can be created. The result is a unique design combination on
each plank, providing users with the naturally distinctive look of
wood, but the advantages of a laminate floor, explains Kate
Male, Pergo marketing manager.

EndlessPlank creates the illusion of never-ending planks.
Matching perfectly at each end, the planks form a continuous
design flow from the end of one to the start of the next. 

’The TotalDesign range, also new for 2012, consists of highly
artistic floors, erasing the boundaries between floor and art in a
way that allows users to create a memorable impression inside
their room,’ says Male.  

‘We are always looking for ways to improve laminate flooring
design, and this year we have achieved that with a very strong
focus on both the visual impression and the feel of our floors,’
she says.

Pergo’s expanded product collection is the result of extensive
research to stay abreast of the latest trends among consumers
and commercial buyers. 

‘The TotalDesign range for example, perfectly demonstrates
our forward thinking approach to flooring,’ adds Male.
Visit: www.pergo.com

TotalDesign Barcode Black Silver

NaturalVariation Chalked Grey Oak

EndlessPlank Honey Oak
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Make a splash
Many bathrooms have evolved from a functional room to a
place to relax, but the choice of flooring has been largely
restricted. Quick-Step says its Lagune laminate range tackles the
problems associated with using laminate in bathrooms.

The combination of a rubber strip on the long side and
sealing on the cross-cut sides provide protection against damp,
according to the company. This prevents moisture from
penetrating the flooring, thereby stopping the floor from
swelling. Featuring anti-slip strips, the 8mm thick 138cm x
9.98cm planks have a 10-year moisture warranty. 
Visit: www.quick-step.co.uk

Granorte has expanded its cork flooring offer with new finishes in several of
its collections, including Element in the Emotions range 
Granorte, tel: 01785 711 131

In the thick of it
Osmo’s new Multi-Plank is available in various thicknesses
with a pure birch base layer and an oak top layer: 10mm
with a 2.6 mm top layer, designed for renovation work;
15mm with a 4mm top layer; and 20mm with a 6mm 
top layer. The 10mm and 15mm planks use Osmo’s new 
click system for glueless fitting, while the 15mm and 

20mm planks are available in a 220mm width.
With the popularity of more rugged flooring appearance,

Multi-Plank can be supplied with either a natural or rustic
finish and the planks are available pre-finished in Osmo’s
Hardwax Oil with the options of various surface detail and
colour tones. 
Osmo UK, tel: 01296 481 220 

Lagune Merbau

Osmo’s Multi-Plank



Highest quality
authentic British
leather furniture

Contact us for a brochure on our products and ranges.
Icon Designs Ltd, Unit 7-8 St Ives Business Park, St Ives Road, Blackburn, Lanchashire BB1 2BX
T: 01254 662113   F: 01254 662118   E: info@icondesignsltd.co.uk

Please contact us on: Midlands | Dave Sedgwick | 07831 566345
Scotland | Bob Dymond | 07831 500658 South West and South Wales | Karl MacIver | 07854 772026
North West & North Wales | John Edmundson | 07860 242778 South East | Neil Facey | 07940 503106
North East & Yorkshire | Stuart Campbell | 07545 501076 North London & East of England | Colin White | 07733 238345

Visit us at

The M
anchester 

Furniture Show 

Stand C48 & C61
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This month marks the first anniversary of
the creation of Castelan in a MBO from
Homeserve – and it’s been a busy year.

‘The first year was always about
restructuring the business for it to
operate as a stand-alone unit,
consolidating the business that was
already in place and establishing a
framework for future growth. All of this
has been achieved, and much more
besides, to position Castelan Group as
the leader in the field of warranties,
claims and customer care,’ says Martin
Napper, Castelan chief executive. 

He says it was a huge compliment that
all its clients moved across. Shortly after
the MBO, Furniture Village decided to use
Furniture Care Network to offer field
based service to its customers.

January saw the company take
delivery of its 84-strong Furniture Care
Network van fleet after investing £1.4m
over four years. A further £300,000 is
being invested over three years in
telephony and IT infrastructure. 

‘The telephony systems will deliver
huge improvements for both the
customer and the business,’ he says. 

Customers input their reference
number so the agent knows the caller
immediately and will see the claim and
the customer is placed with an agent
they may have dealt with previously. 

‘New data systems will ensure that the
business is future-proofed and operates
from a secure platform, provides 50
times greater server speed and enhances
the system for placing service calls and

warranty registration,’ says Napper.
To improve service further, a Furniture

Care Centre was opened in March where
complete panels from furniture can be
repaired. This ensures products stay with
the customer and that service issues and
claims do not result in a complete
replacement. This is a significant step

forward for the industry and is of
particular interest to clients in the
insurance sector, he says.

‘While we are all pleased to have
achieved budgeted targets in the first
year of business, we are looking to the
future with great enthusiasm and
expectation of further growth.’ 

Investing in the future
Castelan has  further enhanced its service

Castelan’s management and staff

The van fleet
represents a
£1.4m investment

£300,000 is being
invested in
telephony and IT



Memory Foam Sofa Beds

• No minimum Order Quantity • Memory foam included in mattress and sofa
• Free Point of Sale Material • 3 fold and 2 fold mechanisms available
• Contract enquiries welcome • Non-memory foam sofa beds also available
• 2 year guarantee • Matching Furniture Accessories available

More Designs available, please call for our latest brochure Concept Memory Sleep

Concept Memory Sleep
Unit 7-8 St Ives Business Park, St Ives Road, Blackburn, Lancashire, BB1 2BX
T: +44 (0) 1254 662113 F: +44 (0) 1254 662118 
E: info@icondesignsltd.co.uk www.conceptmemory.com

Made in the
United Kingdom

Please contact us on:
Scotland | Bob Dymond | 07831 500658
North West & North Wales | John Edmundson | 07860 242778
North East & Yorkshire | Stuart Campbell | 07545 501076
Midlands | Dave Sedgwick | 07831 566345
South West and South Wales | Karl MacIver | 07854 772026
South East | Neil Facey | 07940 503106
North London & East of England | Colin White | 07733 238345

Visit us at

The M
anchester 

Furniture Show 

Stand C48 & C61
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City slickers
It wasn’t just at ISalone that design was to the
fore, a host of Milan city centre events
celebrated talent, upcoming and established

Matthew Hilton’s Lucas sofa for SCP has
deft details such as the taper of the
turned oak legs and the slight protrusion
of the seat cushion that give it its poise 
Visit: www.scp.co.uk

Saintluc has created a flax
based composite material,
which it says is half the
weight of fibreglass and
requires 10 times less
energy to produce 
Visit: www.saintluc.fr

Designing Light’s H2O LED lighting
Visit: www.giesse-technology.it

Ryszard Mańczak’s Flirt
combines the look of a boat
with that of lips 
Visit: www.ryszardmanczak.com 

Naoto Fukasawa has expanded B&B Italia’s Papilio with a 
two-seater sofa (pictured) and a smaller armchair 
Visit: www.bebitalia.com

���





Phormalab proved that heating lamps can be stylish 
Visit: www.phormalab.it

Jean-Francois Bellemere uses fabric and paper to clothe the
Silex wardrobe 
Visit: www.editioncompagnie.fr

CAI Light’s Cristal (left) is a cordless
rechargeable LED lamp. Le Diamant Jalila
(above) is 1m wide and has 400 cut faces. 
Visit: www.cai-light.com

Lucirmas’ Hanging uses recycled
bottles as coat hooks 
Visit: www.lucirmas.com 

Alessandro Marelli‘s Profilo lamp combines
3mm thick aluminium and veneer 
Visit: www.alessandromarelli.it

Those who sit on Paolinidesign’s Gownchair gain the elegance of the gown, according to designer
Giorgia Paolini 
Visit: www.paolinidesign.com
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Difficult

Medium

Easy

ACROSS
1 Captain ___
5 House rodents
9 Brawny
14 Editor Wintour
15 Environmental science (abbrv)
16 Bandleader Shaw
17 Incline
18 Flaky mineral
19 Coarse
20 Chronic lung disease
23 Follow
24 Corrida cry
25 Commercials
28 Aromatic herb
31 Modern art?
34 Wicket keeper
36 News agency
37 Draft classification
38 In spite of
42 Foil alternative
43 Cereal grass
44 Conger catcher
45 Donkey
46 Base
49 She’s a she
50 Croation oil company
51 Uncouth
53 First appearance of an influential
phrase or idea
60 Yogi
61 Mrs Chaplin
62 Ready to eat
63 ___ Grows in Brooklyn
64 Liquid container
65 Islamic chieftain
66 Rips
67 Orinoco Flow singer
68 Network of nerves

DOWN
1 Heavenly strings
2 Son of Judah
3 Treater’s words
4 Gone
5 Autobiography
6 Winter hanger
7 First name in fashion
8 Joie de vivre
9 Dry red wine
10 Uneven
11 Sewing case
12 Fruit
13 Slangy assent
21 New Zealand aboriginal
22 Ancient region of Asia Minor
25 Sleep disorder
26 Falls
27 Locations
29 Relish
30 Appropriate
31 Oldwomanish
32 Continue a subscription
33 Tidal bore
35 Be in the red
37 Pindar product
39 Roman garments
40 A dynasty in China
41 Food and water
46 Hardens
47 Fibrous
48 Capital of Zambia
50 More aloof
52 Duck with soft down
53 After the bell
54 Gumbo veggie
55 Pigeon coop
56 Shark’s offering
57 Draw near
58 Single entity
59 Withered
60 Blubber

SUDOKO CROSSWORD

Answers can be found on p70

ENTERTAINMENT
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Further information can also be found on our website 
www.furdeco.co.uk

We believe we go the extra
mile for all our clients, we are
flexible and able to
undertake all tasks involved
with furniture delivery. 

Give us a call on
08712885010 
or email your enquiry through
at info@furdeco.co.uk

Furdeco is the UK’s finest 2 Man Furniture Home Delivery Service,
offering retailers, wholesalers and even the end user an efficient
white glove service. We understand how furniture needs to be
stored, handled and delivered. We make hundreds of deliveries on
behalf of our clients each week providing a room of choice delivery,
unpacking and assembly where required. 

Where we differ from other companies is that we only deliver, store
and handle furniture and offer a 2 man room of choice delivery as
standard.  We have a central 40,000 sq ft hub which eliminates the
continuous handling of the product resulting in a reduction of
damage and loss for all our clients to date. 

The 2-man home 
delivery solution...
...getting furniture 
into the home

Home Delivery - Important points on our service:

• All vehicles go out with a 2 man uniformed crew
• All deliveries are booked in 3 days in advance
• All deliveries are allocated a 2-3 hour timeslot
• Calls can be made on the day of delivery
• We only use our own vehicles with our own staff 
(excluding north Scotland region)
• We operate out of our 40,000 sq ft warehouse
• We only have the one central hub to minimise handling of the product
therefore reducing risk of damage
• Dedicated account manager so you speak to the same person all the time.
• Online Home Delivery software
• We can collect from your warehouse/store or your supplier’s premises
• We can take in deliveries from yourself or your suppliers
• We can provide container unloading and storage
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Carpet coverage
Big Brother may not have the media exposure that it used to, but the carpet
adorning the living areas of this year’s house is Lano’s Zen, sourced through
We Sell Carpets of Borehamwood.

Another retailer getting involved with the glamour end of flooring was
Charles Wilson Carpets in Hitchin, Hertfordshire, when it was asked to
carpet the town’s Market Square for a visit by the Queen last month.

‘We had a call asking us to carpet the cobbles in the Market Square,’ says
the store’s Mark Wilson. ‘We were so proud to help. It was a little nerve
racking to fit carpet in front of several thousand people but we got a lovely
big cheer as we finished. It was certainly a day to remember.’

Fittingly this year is the store’s 40th anniversary so the royal request
allowed them to mark both events.

Entertainment answers

Easy DifficultMedium

Trees4Trees still growing 
The involvement of more than 85 UK
furniture retailers in the Trees4Trees
project in Indonesia continues to
produce results for its communities.

Farmers plant sustainable trees that
are then made into furniture, with more
than 600,000 trees planted. 

In Patemon, Java, a farm has grown
into a thriving tree seedling nursery
producing 60,000 seedlings a year. Local
farmers are growing the seedlings on to
bring in money – the community has
already benefited from more than
US$14,000 in income.

Under Trees4Trees, farmers are taught
planting, forestry and maintenance of
valuable tree species such as teak,
mahogany and mango. It also supports
education programmes.

Recently, the project launched an
environmental programme to clean up a
river that provides water for drinking,
washing and irrigation to villagers in
Cikondong in South Central Java.

They have planted vetiver hedgerows
along the banks that will help prevent
the run-off from farming land that is
polluting the water supply.

James Barker, Barker and Stonehouse

md, has been involved with the project
since 2008. ‘During our involvement,
we’ve seen the project grow into an
influential programme that’s making a
tremendous difference to the
communities who take part.

‘As a responsible retailer, we take 
our duty towards looking after the
environment and improving
communities very seriously. Our
customers rightly want to know where
we source the products they buy, and
like to know that people involved in the
production of those products are being
fairly treated.’

Lano carpet is used in the Big Brother house

From left: Mark Wilson, Pamela Wilson, Alan Myatt, Hitchin
town crier, Helen Wilson and Adam Wilson celebrate the
anniversary
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